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Abstract. Online action detection based on supervised learning re-
quires heavy manual annotation, which is difficult to obtain and may be
impractical in real applications. Weakly supervised online action detec-
tion (WOAD) can effectively mitigate the problem of substantial labeling
costs by using video-level labels. In this paper, we revisit WOAD and
propose a weakly supervised online action detection using click-level la-
bels for training, named Single-frame Click Supervision for Online Action
Detection (SCOAD). Comparatively, click-level labels can effectively im-
prove prediction accuracy by carrying a small amount of temporal infor-
mation without massively increase the difficulty and cost of annotation.
Specifically, SCOAD includes two joint training modules, i.e., Action
Instance Miner (AIM) and Online Action Detector (OAD). To provide
more guidance for training network as accuracy as possible, AIM mines
pseudo-action instances under the supervision of click labels. Meanwhile,
we generate video similarity instances offline by the similarity between
video frames and use it to perform finer granularity filtering of error
instances generated by AIM. OAD is trained jointly with AIM for on-
line action detection by the pseudo frame-level labels converted from
the filtered pseudo-action instances. We conduct extensive experiments
on two benchmark datasets to demonstrate that SCOAD can effectively
mine and utilize the small amount of temporal information in click-level
labels. Code is available at https://github.com/zstarN70/SCOAD.git.

Keywords: Online action detection · Weakly supervised learning.

1 Introduction

Online action detection aims to report the presence of action instances in an
untrimmed streaming video until the end. Unlike offline Temporal Action Lo-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of different annotation methods. (a) Segment-level annotation needs
to label the action type and the precise time boundary. (b) Video-level annotation
only needs to give the type of action present in the whole video. (c) Action-click labels
need to give the timestamp and category corresponding to the frame where the action
occurred. Similarly, Background-click happens in the background area.

calization (TAL), online action detection can only access historical frames that
have been observed instead of all frames. This feature also makes it widely used
in scenarios with high real-time requirements such as autonomous driving [13],
anomaly detection [14] and video surveillance [21]. Therefore, this also has higher
requirements for the accuracy of the algorithm and inference speed.

Current fully-supervised online action detection algorithms rely on extensive
manual segment-level annotations, which are expensive to annotate. Recently,
Gao et al. [8] considered that with the help of existing text retrieval technology,
many video-level labels are relatively easy to obtain on the Internet. Therefore,
WOAD was proposed to use only video-level labels, including two joint training
modules, i.e., Temporal Proposal Generator (TPG) and Online Action Recog-
nizer (OAR). TPG generates pseudo temporal proposals, and OAR performs
online action detection with pseudo frame-level labels generated from the pseudo
temporal proposals. Although video-level labels can provide category informa-
tion, almost without providing effective temporal information. Thus, WOAD
tends to obtain the blurred temporal boundaries of temporal proposals gener-
ated by TPG. The current methods are limited by this problem and have poor
performance for online action detection, but fewer attempts have been made to
solve it. As shown in Fig. 1, click-level annotation denotes the labels of the action
category and the corresponding timestamp that occurred at a random point on
the video. Existing works [18,32] show that for a one-minute video, the times
required to annotate video-level, click-level, and frame-level are 45s, 50s, and
300s, respectively. It demonstrates that click-level annotation without increase
significantly the cost of annotation compared with video-level annotation, but
click-level annotation provides more information and has capacity to improve
the prediction accuracy.
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SCOAD: Single-frame Click Supervision for Online Action Detection 3

With the supervision of click labels, we propose an elaborate framework,
termed SCOAD, to perform online action detection through two jointly trained
modules, i.e., Action Instance Miner (AIM) and Online Action Detector (OAD).
In our method, AIM mines the pseudo-action instances and devotes itself to
understanding the video from three perspectives: the entire video, the action
area, and the background area. On the one hand, AIM uses the top-k strategy
to mine potential action frames on the entire video, while aggregating them by
increasing the response of action-click frames. On the other hand, reducing the
response of the background area can forces the network to distinguish foreground
and background. These operations in AIM provides more clear boundaries of the
pseudo-action instances. Furthermore, to effectively eliminate noise in the gen-
erated action instances and ensure maximum expression of network. We obtain
video similarity instances based on the assumptions that actions are continuous,
actions and backgrounds are separated, and actions are affine to each other. We
compute the IoU value between video similarity instances and the pseudo-action
instances of AIM, and reduce the noise present in the pseudo-action instance
by threshold filtering. The filtered pseudo-action instances will be converted to
pseudo-frame labels for OAD learning. The OAD performs online action detec-
tion under the supervision of these pseudo-frame labels and uses GRU [4] as a
prediction cell for online action detection. Compared with LSTM [10], GRU has
a smaller number of parameters and shorter inference time, which is suitable for
scenarios with high real-time performance.

Therefore, AIM and OAD are jointly trained for online action detection un-
der the supervision of click-label. We only use the OAD during inference, so
there is no increase in inference time. We test the efficacy of Thumos14 and
ActivityNet1.2 and achieve state-of-the-art performance in weakly supervised
online action detection.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We initially explored the application of click annotations in online action
detection. In our method, we propose the SCOAD consisting of two joint
training modules, which generates pseudo-action instances by AIM and per-
forms online action detection by OAD.

– Our algorithm is more flexible. When a video is manually annotated, it can
be freely switched between fully-supervision and weakly-supervision.

– Extensive experiments on two benchmarks. Compared with existing weakly-
supervised methods using video-level labels, we effectively improve prediction
accuracy without a significant increase in annotation cost.

2 Related Work

Online action detection Online action detection is pretty popular among var-
ious computer vision tasks [33,12,19,23,16,29,28,30,27,26]. Given an untrimmed
streaming video, action instances and their classes are reported through histor-
ical and current frames that have been observed. Geest et al. [9] first described
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this problem as online action detection. Gao et al. proposed RED [6] to pre-
dict future sequences by taking multiple historical sequences as input. Similarly,
TRN [25] improves action recognition at the current time by predicting future
actions. IDU [5] considered that the input sequence may contain background
and irrelevant actions, and used the traditional GRU cell [4] to judge whether
to accumulate input information according to the correlation between the input
sequence and the current information. Recently, Wang et al. noticed the exis-
tence of non-parallelism and gradient vanishing in traditional Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN), that OadTR [24] was proposed to model long-term temporal
dependencies based on Transformers. Focusing on category-level modeling, Yang
et al. proposed Colar [31], an advisory paradigm mechanism. Besides, Gao et al.
concerned that it is equally important to accurately identify the start time of
an action, and proposed StartNet [7]. However, the above methods all rely on
a large number of manual annotations for training, while our work uses click
annotations to jointly identify the beginning of an action instance and continue
to the end.

Weakly supervised online action detection Comparatively, few weakly su-
pervised online action detection are available. As a pioneering work, Gao et al.
first proposed WOAD [8] in online action detection using video-level annotation.
In this paper, Temporal Proposal Generator (TPG) and Online Action Recog-
nizer (OAR) are jointly trained. The former mines action instances through
video-level annotations to generate pseudo-annotations for the latter. Moreover,
OAR performs pooling operations in the temporal dimension for action start pre-
diction. Although the annotations used by this method are easy to obtain, only
using video-level annotations still suffers from the problem of blurred temporal
boundaries.

Click-level supervision Weakly supervised temporal action detection has been
extensive research [20,34,22,15,35]. Click-level supervision is an intermediate
weakly supervised learning paradigm between fully supervised and weakly su-
pervised, as Bearman et al. [1] first utilized point supervision for image semantic
segmentation. At the video level, individual frames can also be viewed as points
on the graph. SF-Net [18] is pioneering work in weakly supervised temporal
action localization, exploits click-frame to mine pseudo action and background
frames through supervised classification, which is further used to train a classi-
fier. BackTAL [32] models location information and feature information through
a score separation module and an affinity module, respectively.

3 Method

3.1 Overview

Given an untrimmed streaming video Vi, the online action detection through
historical and observed current frame reports of the probability of occurrence
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Fig. 2. The framework of click-supervised online action detection. Given a video, AIM
generates pseudo-action instances under the supervision of click-level and video-level
labels. After the pseudo-action instances filters itself for noise through the IoU filter,
will be converted into pseudo-frame labels for OAD learning. The OAD performs online
action detection under the supervision of these pseudo-frame labels.

and its category yi = [y0, y1, · · · yc] for the action instance, where yc ∈ {0, 1}
represents whether current frame feature ft belongs to the cth category.

As shown in Fig. 2, our method includes two joint training modules, i.e.,
Action Instance Miner (AIM) and Online Action Detector (OAD). During train-
ing, AIM generates pseudo-action instances under the supervision of click labels.
Then we use the IoU filter to remove noise (e.g., error in estimated results) in
the pseudo-action instances, these refined labels will be converted into pseudo-
frame labels for OAD learning. During inference, network is restricted from using
future information and only OAD is used for online action detection.

3.2 Action Instance Miner

In this work, we attempt to mine action instances with clearer boundaries by
three constraints in the Action Instance Miner (AIM). We will introduce the
three loss: video-level Multiple Instance Learning [20] loss Lvideo, action frame
classification loss Laction and background score separation loss [32] Lback.

Give a video Vi, AIM takes the feature sequence Fi = [f−T , . . . , f0] of this
Vi as input and outputs the corresponding class score s = {st}0t=−T . Its corre-

sponding action-click labels can be expressed as Ai = {at}0t=−T , in which only

the frames with click annotations will be set to the corresponding cth, and the
rest are 0, indicating that it is uncertain whether the frame belongs to action or
background. Similarly, the background labels can be denoted as Bi = {bt}0t=−T ,
bt ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether it belongs to the background.
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Video-level loss Lvideo We calculate the video-level classification scores sci in
the temporal axis using top-k strategy for the cth category of ith video:

sci =
1

k
max

M⊂s[c,:]
|M|=k

k∑
l=1

Ml, (1)

where Ml indicates the lth element in the set M. Finally, Lvideo is the cross-
entropy between the predicted ŝci and video-level labels:

Lvideo = − 1

K

K∑
i

yc
i log ŝ

c
i , (2)

where ŝci indicates the video-level classification scores after softmax normaliza-
tion, yc

i indicates the video includes action labels.

Action-level loss Laction Let us assume there are N action-click frames in Vi,
the cross-entropy loss for N action-click frames:

Laction = − 1

N

N∑
j

aj log ŝj , (3)

where ŝj indicates the action frame scores after softmax normalization.

Background-level loss Lback Although Lvideo and Laction can employ the top-
k selected positions to move closer to the region of the clicked label in the early
training stage, mature models will select similar top-k positions later in training.
As pointed out in BackTAL [32] study, within these regions, the model will
confidently show high responses for action frames and discreetly low responses
for background frames. Therefore, L back encourages the model to classify the
responses of background and action frames distinctly.

Specifically, given a video that contains M background frames, we calculate
the mean pseudo-action frame score pact using the top-k strategy and the mean
score pbg of M background frames:

pact =
1

k

∑
∀bt=0

sct , pbg =
1

M

∑
∀bt=1

sct . (4)

Then, we guide p̂act to be one while p̂bg to be zero as follows:

Lback = − log p̂act − log (1− p̂bg) , (5)

where p̂bg and p̂act indicate the mean pseudo-action frame score and mean score
of M background frames after softmax malization. Finally, we combine Laction ,
Lvideo and Lback to form LAIM :

LAIM = Laction + Lvideo + Lback. (6)
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SCOAD: Single-frame Click Supervision for Online Action Detection 7

Algorithm 1 Similarity Instances Mining.

Input:
Video feature sequence: V = {ft}0t=−T , ft ∈ R1×N

Action-click label: A = {c}0t=−T

Output:
Video similarity instances: S = {y}0t=−T

1: function GENERATE(S)
2: for i where A > 0 do
3: k ← j ← i
4: s← cos( V·fi

∥V∥∥fi∥
)

5: τ = mean(s[s > 0])
6: s[s < τ ]← 0
7: s[s > τ ]← 1
8: while s[k] ̸= 0 do
9: k ← k − 1
10: end while
11: while s[j] ̸= 0 do
12: j ← j − 1
13: end while
14: S[k...j][cth]← s[k...j]
15: end for
16: return S;

3.3 Pseudo labels generation

During the early stage of training, we use the action-click frame to calculate the
similarity score with the whole video frame and generate similarity instances.
The detailed process of the algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. During
training, AIM obtains pseudo-action instances through a two-stage threshold
strategy. First, categories of video-level small confidence scores are filtered using
thresholds. Naturally, short instances that cannot constitute an action are fil-
tered using threshold. Finally get the pseudo-action instances I = {y}0t=−T , to
calculate its IoU value with the video similarity instances θ = IoU(I,S). When θ
is greater than the set IoU threshold, the pseudo-action instances are converted
into a pseudo-frame label for OAD learning, otherwise, the video similarity in-
stances is converted.

3.4 Online Action Detector

Online Action Detector (OAD) takes a series of continuous feature sequence
F = [f−T , . . . , f0] as input. It outputs the corresponding action category score
yt and the probability of whether belong action start, which T is the sequence
length.

In this work, OAD uses GRU as the prediction cell. The GRU updates its
hidden layer ht at each time step as:

ht = GRU(ht−1, ft) . (7)
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Next, the fully connected layer is used to classify ht at the current time t
to obtain at and st, where at and st represent the action category score and
probability of whether it belongs action start, respectively.

At the end of each training epoch, OAD obtain pseudo-action-frame labels
yp
ja and pseudo-action-start label ypjs for training video from the action instances

generated by AIM, where j = {1, 2, .., T̃} indicates the index of a frame in the

training video and T̃ is the total number of frames, and y ∈ {0, 1} indicates the
action non-start or start. Following previous work [8], we calculate the cross-
entropy loss between yp

ja and the action category score at as frame loss Lframe :

Lframe = − 1

T̃

T̃∑
j=1

C∑
c=0

yp
ja log ajc. (8)

At the same time, we utilize focal loss[17] between ypjs and predicted proba-
bility whether belong action start st as start loss Lstart :

Lstart = − 1

T̃

T̃∑
j=1

1∑
m=0

ypjs (1− sjm)
γ
log sjm, (9)

where γ is a hyper parameter. Finally, we combine Lframe and Laction as LOAD :

LOAD = Lframe + Lstart. (10)

3.5 Trianing and inference

Training. In the early stages of training, we utilize LAIM to optimize AIM
generator pseudo-action instances. After action instances is first generated, we
jointly train AIM and OAD through Ltotal:

Ltotal = LOAD + λLAIM (11)

As shown in Fig. 2, pseudo-action instances are continuously generated by
AIM. To reduce computation, we update the pseudo-action instances after every
training epoch and take Iter iterations as an epoch. Although we have not use
the co-activity similarity loss mentioned in WOAD, that is to ensure that videos
of the same category of action appear in each batch, we still split the dataset in
each batch in the same way for a fair comparison.

Inference. During the inference phase, only the OAD is required for online
action detection tasks. At the each time step t, OAD outputs at and st, where
at can be used directly as the action frame prediction score. Following previous
works [8,7], we obtain action start score s̃t,where s̃t(1:c) = at(1:c) ∗ st1 and s̃t0 =

at0 ∗ st0 indicates cth action start score and background score respectively.
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Table 1. The respective performances of our method and several existing methods on
THUMOS14 under different label formats are compared.

Methods Feature Supervison

pAP@Time Threshold(Seconds)

mAP1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

W-TALC[20]ECCV18 I3D Video-level 16.2 26.0 31.3 34.6 36.2 37.6 38.6 39.3 39.9 40.3 48.0
WOAD[8]CVPR21 I3D Video-level 21.9 32.9 40.5 44.4 48.1 49.8 50.8 51.7 52.4 53.1 54.4

SCOAD I3D Video-level+Click-level 24.4 39.2 44.8 49.0 50.7 51.6 52.4 53.0 53.6 54.0 61.9

StartNet[7]ICCV19 I3D Frame-Level 21.9 33.5 39.6 42.5 46.2 46.6 47.7 48.3 48.6 49.0 –
TRN[25]ICCV19 I3D Frame-Level – 51.0
WOAD[8]CVPR21 I3D Frame-Level 28.0 40.6 45.7 48.0 50.1 51.0 51.9 52.4 53.0 53.1 67.1

SCOAD I3D Frame-Level 30.6 42.3 48.2 51.9 54.5 55.4 56.0 56.5 56.9 57.0 69.9

Table 2. mAP is compared on THUMOS14 with strongly supervised and weakly su-
pervised methods. (+x%Frame) means that x% of the videos have frame-level (strong)
annotations, while the others keep their original annotations.

Methods

mAP@ Supervision(+x%Frame-Level)

+0% +10% +30% +50% +100%

TRN[25]ICCV19 – 51.0
WOAD[8]CVPR21 54.4 55.0 59.3 62.6 67.1

SCOAD 61.9 63.7 65.2 66.8 69.9

4 Experiments

Datasets We conduct experiments on two widely used benchmarks, THU-
MOS14 [11] and ActivityNet1.2 [2]. THUMOS14 includes more than 254 hours
of 20 sports category videos collected from YouTube. Following previous works
[8,6,5,24,31], we trained the model on the validation set (200 videos) and evaluate
it on the test set (212 videos). ActivatyNet1.2 contains 9682 videos of complex
human activities in 100 categories. We train on the training set (4819 videos)
and evaluate on the validation set (2383 videos). The two datasets face different
challenges: THUMOS14 mainly stems from the dramatic change in the duration
of action instances. ActivityNet1.2 is for numerous action categories, massive
intra-class changes, etc.

Evaluation metrics Following previous works [8,9,6,25,5,24], we report per-
frame mean average prevision (mAP) and point-based average precision (pAP)
to measure the performance of action category and action start, where mAP
calculates the precision and recall for the sorting results classification scores of
all frames, and then calculates the average precision of interpolation to obtain
the average of the category score (AP) as the mAP. Similar to the bounding
box-based AP in the object detection task, the pAP measures the accuracy of
the prediction of the action start by the temporal discrepancy. We follow WOAD
[8] to report pAP at these ten thresholds of [1.0 ∼ 10.0] seconds.
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Table 3. The respective performances of our method and several existing methods on
ActivityNet1.2 under different label formats are compared.

Methods Feature Supervison

pAP@Time Threshold(Seconds)

mAP1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

W-TALC[20]ECCV18 I3D Video-level 5.2 8.5 10.7 12.8 14.5 15.9 17.1 18.1 19.1 20.1 53.8
WOAD[8]CVPR21 I3D Video-level 7.9 11.6 14.3 16.4 18.8 20.3 22.2 23.4 24.7 25.3 66.7

SCOAD I3D Video-level+Click-level 9.2 12.9 15.9 18.8 21.1 22.3 23.7 24.7 25.6 26.2 68.7

StartNet[7]ICCV19 I3D Frame-Level 7.5 11.5 14.1 16.5 18.4 19.7 20.9 21.8 22.9 23.6 –
TRN[25]ICCV19 I3D Frame-Level – 69.1
WOAD[8]CVPR21 I3D Frame-Level 8.7 13.6 17 19.7 21.6 23 24.7 25.8 26.8 27.7 70.7

SCOAD I3D Frame-Level 12.4 17.4 21.2 24.3 26.9 29 30.8 32.3 33.6 34.5 72.2

Table 4. mAP is compared on ActivityNet1.2 with strongly supervised and weakly su-
pervised methods. (+x%Frame) means that x% of the videos have frame-level (strong)
annotations, while the others keep their original annotations.

Methods

mAP@ Supervision(+x%Frame)

+0% +30% +50% +70% +100%

TRN[25]ICCV19 – 69.1
WOAD[8]CVPR21 66.7 66.9 68.5 69.3 70.7

SCOAD 68.7 70.2 71.1 71.6 72.2

Baseline Since the framework of our method comes from the recent work
WOAD [8], we used it as the baseline for click supervision for experiments. In our
method, the LSTM cells in WOAD are replaced by GRU cells, and only the video-
level Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [20] loss is retained, and experiments are
conducted to verify the effectiveness of our method.

Implementation details We conducted experiments using two-stream (RGB
and optical flow) features extracted from the I3D network [3] pre-trained on the
Kinetics-400 [3] dataset on THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.2. Video frames are
extracted with a frame rate of 25fps and chunk size is 16.

Our method is implemented on PyTorch and optimized by the Adam algo-
rithm. We benchmark our model on an NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU. We set batch
size as 10, learning rate as 3e-4 and weight decay as 1e-4. The update proposal
generation with Iter = 100 as an epoch on THUMOS14 and Iter = 500 for Ac-
tivityNet1.2 as an epoch. For OAD, we follow WOAD [8] to set hyper parameter
γ = 2 in Eq. 9. The ht dimension of the hidden layer is set to 4096, and the
length of training sequence for GRU is 64. Since only few action starts exist in
the video, we use all positive frames and randomly sample 3 times the number of
negative frames to calculate the start loss in each training process. In addition,
the click labels used in the results reported on THUMOS14 in the paper come
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SCOAD: Single-frame Click Supervision for Online Action Detection 11

Table 5. Compare parameters and inference time of our method with strong and weak
supervision, respectively. The reported times do not include the processing time of
feature extraction.

Methods Supervision Param Infer time

TRN[25]ICCV19 Frame 314M 2.60ms
StartNet[7]ICCV19 Frame 118M 0.56ms
WOAD[8]CVPR21 Video 110M 0.40ms

SCOAD Video+Click 80M 0.32ms

Table 6. Ablation study on the efficacy of each component of the AIM on the THU-
MOS14 dataset.

Baseline Laction Lback IoU Filter mAP pAP@ 1.0

✓ 49.6 17.9
✓ ✓ 53.7 20.7
✓ ✓ 56.2 22.8
✓ ✓ ✓ 59.3 23.5
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61.9 24.4

from the human click annotations provided by [18,32]. ActivityNet1.2 is the click
label that we randomly generate using ground truth.

4.1 Comparison experiments

Quantitative comparisons We compare with recent state-of-the-art methods
for weakly supervised online action detection and consistently obtain significant
performance on THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.2. As shown in Table 1, Our
model achieves state-of-the-art performance and improves mAP on the THU-
MOS14 dataset from 54.4% to 61.9% compared to the WOAD. It can be seen
that the more accurate click annotations can bring very intuitive performance
improvements, which give a accurate clue of time information for action detec-
tion. In Table 3, compared with WOAD, the mAP of our model is improved
2.0% with click labels on ActivityNey1.2, which shows the effectiveness of the
proposed method. In addition, the proposed method also can be used for ac-
tion detection with frame lables. As shown in Table 3, our method outperforms
WOAD with 1.5% improvement on ActivityNet1.2.

For action start prediction, our model comprehensively surpasses WOAD at
every threshold in Table 1 and 3. Especially when the threshold is 1.0 second, our
method pAP improves by 2.5% and 1.3% compared to WOAD on THUMOS14
and ActivityNet1.2. This shows that the classification accuracy of our method
is significant. Meanwhile, compared with WOAD, our method outperforms its
strongly supervised methods on both click label and frame label on THUMOS14,
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12 Y. Na et al.

Table 7. Ablation study on the efficacy of each component of the OAD on the THU-
MOS14 dataset.

Methods Supervision mAP pAP@ 1.0

SCOAD LSTM Video-Level+Click-Level 61.6 23.9
SCOAD Temp.pool Video-Level+Click-Level 61.3 20.7

SCOAD Video-Level+Click-Level 61.9 24.4

SCOAD LSTM Frame-Level 69.6 30.4
SCOAD Temp.pool Frame-Level 69.4 28.6

SCOAD Frame-Level 69.9 30.6

Table 8. Randomly generated click labels on the ground truth of THUMOS14 using
different random seeds.

Method Supervision seed mAP pAP@ 1.0

SCOAD

Video-Level+Click-Level 1 63.1 23.9
Video-Level+Click-Level 10 63.1 22.6
Video-Level+Click-Level 100 60.6 21.3
Video-Level+Click-Level 1000 61.5 22.7

ActivityNet1.2. This phenomenon shows that choosing a suitable classifier is
critical.

Effectiveness and efficiency To further illustrate the flexibility and effective-
ness of our method, we also evaluate the performance using mixed annotations,
as shown in Tables 2 and 4. This shows that our method can improve perfor-
mance by improving the annotation accuracy. Compared to WOAD, our method
without using frame-level labels approaches its performance of using 50% frame-
level labels on THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.2.

At the same time, we compare the number of parameters and computation
of the model with the baseline in Table 5, and our Param and Inference time
are both lower than the baseline methods and strongly supervised methods. For
a fair comparison, we use the same NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU as WOAD to
calculate the average inference times on the entire THUMOS14. Benefiting from
the GRU cell with fewer parameters and faster convergence, our model is the
fastest, 0.08ms faster than WOAD, and has only 80M parameters.

4.2 Ablation experiments

Although we use a similar structure to WOAD, our performance outperforms
WOAD. A specific reason is that our label information is more robust than
WOAD. We will explore deeper reasons below through ablation experiments.

AIM of each component In Table 6, the influence of each loss in AIM on
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action instances generation is studied. When using the background constraint
on the top-k score, we can see that both mAP and pAP grow, 4.1% and 2.8%
respectively. When adding action frame constraints, mAP and pAP are improved
by 6.6% and 4.9%, respectively.

Therefore, it can be inferred that although the top-k strategy can simply
constrain the action classes, but a real action position is difficult to give effec-
tively. However, although there are only a few click table labels, it can constrain
the source of the top-k region. With the further restriction of back-click labels,
the boundaries of actions are clearer. After that, action instances with higher
confidence are further selected under the filtering of video similarity proposals.
We visualize this process in Fig. 3 and it will be described in detail in Section
4.4.

OAD of each component Compared with WOAD, we remove the max-
pooling operation in the temporal dimension, directly use ht for action start
prediction in Eq. 7, and use GRU cell instead of LSTM cell. We conducted de-
tailed experiments on the two improvements on THUMOS14, and the results
are shown in Table 7. We experimented the results with different labels sepa-
rately. When using click-level labels and LSTM network for prediction, mAP
and pAP decreased by 0.3% and 0.5%, respectively. For action start prediction,
temporal pooling will increase the convergence difficulty of the network, shown
as a joint reduction of 0.6% and 3.7% in mAP and pAP. As expected, the above
phenomenon also occurs when frame-level labels are used, thus validating our
inferences.

4.3 Random influence of clicking labels

Since a huge variability in clicks from individual persons, elements of random-
ness are inevitable in our method. We devote to verifying that the performance
improvement from click supervision is robust. Similar to previous work [18,32],
we randomly generate several sets of click labels with different random seeds on
the ground truth ofTHUMOS14. The experiment results are shown in Table 8.
Each action area contains at least one action-click label, and each video contains
at least one background-click label. It can be seen that the click labels gener-
ated by different random seeds bring about 2.5% and 2.6% fluctuations of mAP
and pAP, respectively. But it’s enough to show that click label is influential for
prediction. However, how to eliminate the random factor to ensure the network
converges to the same position as much as possible is still worth studying.

4.4 Qualitative results

Fig. 3 provides a quantitative analysis of our action instances generation process.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), although the top-k strategy can mine action regions, it
has the blurred time boundaries problem. The constraint of back-level loss can
significantly respond to the background area. But it also makes the response of
the action area less confident. Action-level loss constraints do not seem to fully
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Fig. 3. Visualize the prediction scores of the AIM module under different loss con-
straints.

address this problem, as shown in Fig. 3(b). When the background loss and action
loss are jointly employed, the predicted scores were significantly expressed in Fig.
3(c). The predicted scores showed more confident responses at action regions and
background boundaries. Finally, after filtering through the IoU threshold, it is
converted into a pseudo-label in Fig. 3(d).

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method for online action detection using click labels.
Extensive experiments have demonstrated that the using click labels does not
significantly increase the cost of manual annotation, but it can effectively im-
prove the accuracy of prediction. The proposed method consists of pseudo label
generation and action prediction. AIM finds potential action regions through a
top-k strategy for video label and foreground label, then uses background la-
bels to reduce the response of background regions. Thanks to these operations,
the proposed method can effectively avoid the blurry boundaries. To refine the
estimated results, we generates the final pseudo-labels under the filtering of sim-
ilarity instances. Remarkably, exploiting the offline generated video similarity
instances for action clicks brings enormous performance gains to our model.
However, this video similarity proposal has prior knowledge, but it also leaves a
promising direction for future research.
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